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Abstract
In this work, we address the problem of extracting one target
speaker from a multichannel mixture of speech. We use a neu-
ral network to estimate masks to extract the target speaker and
derive beamformer filters using these masks, in a similar way as
the recently proposed approach for extraction of speech in pres-
ence of noise. To overcome the permutation ambiguity of neural
network mask estimation, which arises in presence of multiple
speakers, we propose to inform the neural network about the
target speaker so that it learns to follow the speaker characteris-
tics through the utterance. We investigate and compare different
methods of passing the speaker information to the network such
as making one layer of the network dependent on speaker char-
acteristics. Experiments on mixture of two speakers demon-
strate that the proposed scheme can track and extract a target
speaker for both closed and open speaker set cases.
Index Terms: speaker extraction, speaker-aware neural net-
work, beamforming, mask estimation

1. Introduction
Extracting a speech signal of a target speaker from recordings
corrupted by noise, reverberation and interfering speakers is an
important and difficult problem. Although methods for sup-
pressing background noise have recently advanced greatly, re-
covery of speech in presence of interfering speakers still re-
mains a challenge. However, in many applications, such as
meeting recognition, an overlap between multiple simultane-
ous speakers is frequent. Traditionally, research on overlapping
speech enhancement aims at separating all speech signals ac-
tive in the recordings. This problem has been investigated using
both single and multi-channel source separation techniques, in-
cluding NMF [1], ICA [2] or clustering of spatial cues [3, 4, 5].

In contrast to speech separation, speaker extraction aims at
extracting a single target speaker from the background or speech
mixture. Recently, there have been great advances in extract-
ing speech from an observation in a noisy environment using a
beamformer [6, 7, 8]. In particular, a scheme combining neural
network based mask estimation together with beamforming was
suggested by different works [7, 8] and appears particularly ef-
fective [9, 10]. In these approaches, a neural network estimates
a time-frequency mask that extracts speech from the mixture of
speech and noise. This mask is then employed to compute spa-
tial covariance matrices (SCM) of speech and noise that are then
used to derive the beamformer filters. Because of the great dif-
ference between time-frequency characteristics of speech and
noise, the neural network is able to accurately estimate masks
to extract speech.

Using the above-mentioned scheme in the case of multi-
ple active speakers is, however, not straight-forward. Several
works have addressed the mask estimation with neural networks
in multi-speaker cases [11, 12, 13, 14, 15]. These works aim at

recovering all active speakers from the mixture. This brings
the problem of permutation ambiguity, e.g. if the network out-
puts masks for each speaker in the mixture, it is ambiguous
which output of the network is associated to which speaker, and
such association can change arbitrarily from a processing seg-
ment to another. Some works avoided this problem by extract-
ing sources which are clearly distinguishable by gender [15] or
dominance [14]. Such conditions may however not be fulfilled
in real scenarios. The problem can be also alleviated by us-
ing long segments, though this disables the possibility of real-
time processing and can hurt the performance of the methods
[11, 12].

In this work, we explore an alternative approach where we
inform the neural network about the target speaker, so that it ex-
tracts only his speech signal. This is accomplished by passing
additional information to the network about the target speaker
such as the speaker identity (in the case of closed-speaker set)
or speaker characteristics extracted from a short adaptation ut-
terance containing only the target speaker (in the case of open-
speaker set). This scheme simply avoids the problem of per-
mutation as the network learns to track the target speaker and
outputs a mask for this speaker only. Furthermore, it also en-
ables to track the speaker not only across different processing
segments, but also more globally, e.g. different utterances or
recording sessions. In addition, the architecture is independent
of the number of speakers present in the mixture.

Different mechanisms for informing the network about the
speaker for modifying its behavior were previously explored for
the task of speaker adaptation. The most common approaches
include using speaker representation as additional input feature
[16, 17, 18] or adapting part of the parameters for each speaker
[19, 20, 21]. A method leveraging advantages of both of these
approaches was proposed in [22]. In this paper, we get inspired
from speaker adaptation techniques developed for ASR to re-
alize target speech extraction. Note that this work shares simi-
larities with guided speech enhancement approaches which ex-
plore incorporating additional knowledge about the sources to
improve the enhancement performance [23, 24].

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2,
we describe the scheme of neural network mask estimation for
beamforming and its application to the multispeaker case. Sec-
tion 3 describes our proposed method in detail. In Section 4, we
describe the performed experiments and comment the results.

2. Neural network based mask estimation
for beamforming

In this section, we review the scheme proposed in [7] for
speaker extraction in presence of noise and discuss the difficulty
of applying this to speaker extraction in speech mixtures.
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Figure 1: The entire processing with multichannel signal Yi as input and estimate of the target speaker signal S̃iref as the output.

2.1. Overview of the method

The observed microphone signal at the ith microphone in the
STFT domain can be modeled as a summation of a desired
source and a noise signal

Yi(t, f) = Si(t, f) +Ni(t, f), (1)

where i = 1, . . . , I is the index of microphone, t is the time
frame, f = 1, . . . , F is the frequency-bin index, Yi(t, f) is the
observed signal, Si(t, f) is an image of the speech signal and
Ni(t, f) is the noise signal.

The beamforming process typically aims at estimating the
image of the speech signal at reference microphone iref

S̃iref (t, f) = hH(f)Y(t, f), (2)

where S̃iref (t, f) is the estimated signal, h(f) is a vector of the
beamformer coefficients and Y(t, f) = [Y1(t, f) . . . YI(t, f)].
Following [7], we use a Generalized Eigenvector beamformer
(GEV), whose filters are obtained as

hGEV(f) = argmax
h(f)

hH(f)ΦSS(f)h(f)

hH(f)ΦNN (f)h(f)
, (3)

where ΦSS(f) and ΦNN (f) are the spatial covariance matrices
of speech and noise respectively. They can be obtained as

Φvv(f) =

T∑
t=1

Mv(t, f)Y(t, f)YH(t, f), (4)

where v ∈ {S,N} and Mv(t, f) denotes a time-frequency
mask for speech or interference. In this work, we also employed
a single-channel postfilter after beamforming as defined in [7].

The time-frequency masks Mv(t) are estimated using a
neural network. In particular, the neural network computes a
mask for each channel and these masks are then combined us-
ing a median operation to get an overall mask as

(MS,i(t),MN,i(t)) = g(yi(t)), (5)
Mv(t) = median

i
(Mv,i(t)), (6)

where g is a transformation computed by the neural net-
work, yi(t) = [|Yi(t, 1)| . . . |Yi(t, F )|] and Mv,i(t) =
[Mv,i(t, 1) . . .Mv,i(t, F )]. The neural network is trained us-
ing ideal binary masks as targets, which are computed from the
noisy and corresponding clean data.

2.2. Problem of neural network based speech-speech ex-
traction

In contrast to the previous work, we aim to use the above
scheme for extracting a target speaker from mixtures of mul-
tiple speakers. The observation model thus becomes

Yi(t, f) =

J−1∑
j=0

S
(j)
i (t, f) +Ni(t, f), (7)

where j is the index of the speaker. In our case, the mask
MS should thus cover the T-F points dominated by the target

speaker, while MN should cover the T-F points dominated by
all interfering speakers or noise.

While in the speech-noise separation, the desired speech
can be clearly distinguished from the noise due to its unique
characteristics, it is not true when the interfering signal is
speech. This ambiguity can be avoided if the target signal has
a special characteristic as being the most dominant one [14] or
having a specific gender [15]. However, if the target cannot be
directly identified, the neural network estimating the masks has
no information about which of the speakers is the desired one.
In this case, the network learns to estimate mask MS covering
the speech from all speakers, not performing speaker extraction.

3. Proposed scheme
There are different ways to tackle the problem described in 2.2.
In this work, we propose to inform the network about the iden-
tity of the target speaker. The processing of the neural network
as shown in Eq. (5) thus becomes

(MS,i(t),MN,i(t)) = g(yi(t), λ
(s)), (8)

where λ(s) is a vector representing the target speaker s. The
whole processing chain is depicted in Figure 1. Informing the
network about the target speaker enables the network to learn
to track characteristics of the target speaker and thus solves the
permutation ambiguity.

We investigate two ways to represent speakers, i.e. one-hot
vectors and speaker posteriors. The one-hot vectors represent
the speaker ID and are suitable for a closed-speaker set con-
dition, i.e. when the test speakers have been seen during the
training. Speaker posteriors are obtained from a short adapta-
tion utterance containing the speech of the target speaker only.
To get the posteriors from the adaptation utterance, we use a
neural network trained to predict training speakers. This repre-
sentation can map unseen test speakers to the training speakers
and can thus generalize to the open-speaker condition, i.e. when
the test speaker has not been seen during training.

Modifying the behavior of a neural network for different
speakers has been previously explored for speaker adaptation
of an acoustic model used for speech recognition. Most of the
speaker adaptation methods make some of the parameters of
the network specific for each speaker. Here, we explore several
of these approaches. This section describes different ways of
conditioning the function g on the speaker representation λ(s).

3.1. Speaker specific network

The extreme case of adapting the network for individual speak-
ers is making all the parameters in the network speaker specific.
Training speaker dependent networks for speaker extraction was
already successfully used in previous works [25, 26]. However,
training a separate network for the target speaker requires hav-
ing sizable amount of data from this speaker, which is not very
practical and is difficult to extend to the open speaker condition.
In this work, we consider this case to confirm the capability of
the neural network to extract a target speaker.
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Figure 2: Scheme of speaker specific layer configuration.

3.2. Speaker specific bias
One of the methods shown to be efficient for speaker adaptation
task is using the speaker representation as an additional fea-
ture either at the input or at one of the hidden layers of the net-
work [16, 17, 18]. This effectively adapts the biases of this layer
for each speaker. However, in our preliminary experiments we
found this mechanism to be insufficient for the task of speaker
extraction. The neural network with λ(s) as additional input of
any of the layers converged to the same behavior as without any
speaker information.

3.3. Speaker specific layer
Another speaker adaptation way which is more powerful than
3.2 but more practical than 3.1 is making one of the layers in
the network speaker specific. This approach has been also ex-
plored for speaker adaptation in [19, 20]. This method is real-
ized by dividing one of the layers of the network into several
sub-layers, where each of these sub-layers correspond to one of
the speakers in the training set. During both forward and back-
propagation, only one of these layers is active at a time, i.e. the
one corresponding to the speaker which is being processed.

Denoting the index of the speaker specific layer as k and
index of the speaker being processed as s we can express the
computation of the neural network as follows

xn+1 =

{
σn(Ln(xn; θn)) for n 6= k,

σn(Ln(xn; θ
(s)
n )) for n = k,

(9)

where xn denotes the input to the nth layer, Ln(x, θ) is the
transformation computed by the nth layer parametrized by θ
and σn is an activation function. For fully connected layers
θ = {W,b} and L(x, θ) = Wx + b, where W is a weight
matrix and b is a bias vector. Figure 2 shows an example of this
configuration.

This approach is suitable for the case of a closed-speaker
set, where the speaker identity is given. In this case, the speaker
representation λ(s) can be a one-hot vector and the index s

of the processed speaker can be directly inferred from λ(s).
However, this approach is not directly extendable to the open-
speaker condition.

3.4. Speaker adaptive layer
To overcome the above-mentioned drawback of a speaker-
specific layer and be able to use a more versatile choice of
the speaker representation λ(s), we employed a cluster adap-
tive training scheme, which has been also previously used for
speaker adaptation [22].

With this approach, one of the layer is again divided into
multiple sub-layers. Here, in contrast to the previous approach,

Figure 3: Scheme of speaker adaptive layer configuration.

the sub-layers do not correspond to the individual speakers. In-
stead, the output of the factorized layer is obtained as a weighted
combination of the outputs of all the sub-layers. The weights
used for this combination are specific for each of the speakers.

Following the previous notation we can express the compu-
tation of the neural network as

xn+1 =

σn(Ln(xn; θn)) for n 6= k,

σn(
∑M−1

m=0 α
(s)
m Ln(xn; θ

(m)
n )) for n = k.

(10)

The speaker-specific weights α(s) can be inferred using an aux-
iliary neural network which has a speaker representation λ(s) as
its input. This auxiliary network can then be trained jointly with
the main mask estimating network. The scheme of the configu-
ration is depicted in Figure 3.

For unseen speakers, we can either extract λ(s) from the
adaptation utterance and use it as input of the auxiliary network
as in [22] or drop the auxiliary network and directly compute α
with error backpropagation given an adaptation utterance as in
[21]. In this case the adaptation utterance should be mixed with
an interference and α is updated to optimize the ideal binary
mask for this mixture.

4. Experiments
To compare the different methods we carried out experiments
on simulated data. The accuracy was evaluated on the beam-
forming outputs with speech enhancement measures — cepstral
distance (CD) [27] and signal-to-distortion ratio (SDR) [28]. In
this section, we describe the created dataset, experimental set-
tings and discuss the results.

4.1. Data
The simulated data is based on the Wall Street Journal dataset
[29]. In particular, we used the training and test set partition
used in the CHiME3 challenge [30] and mixed an interference
utterance from different speaker into each of the utterances.
This means that the training set consists of 7138 utterances from
83 speakers and the test set has 410 utterances from 10 speakers.

To create multichannel mixtures, we used room impulse re-
sponses generated with the image method [31, 32] with a circu-
lar microphone array with 8 microphones, 20 cm diameter and
RT60=0.2 s. Two speakers are located at 1 or 1.5m distance
from the array in randomly selected angles from 0 to 180◦.

In the experiments, we worked with two settings, i.e.
a closed-speaker set and an open-speaker set. For the closed-
speaker set, the 7138 training utterances were splitted into 90%
closed-train and 10% closed-test such that all speakers in the
closed-test are covered in closed-train. The interfering utter-
ances were randomly selected such that no utterance in the
closed-test occurs as target or interference in the closed-train.
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Table 1: Results of the closed-set experiments, showing im-
provements over the unprocessed signal quality (that is 5.04 dB
in CD, 0.63 dB in SDR). Both for CD and SDR improvements,
higher is better. SS ≡ speaker specific, SA ≡ speaker adaptive.

same gender diff gender all
model ∆CD /∆SDR ∆CD /∆SDR ∆CD /∆SDR

SS network 1.73 / 6.33 1.97 / 7.50 1.85 / 6.91
SS layer 1.82 / 6.75 2.08 / 7.77 1.96 / 7.25
SA layer, 1hot 1.70 / 6.37 2.04 / 7.95 1.87 / 7.15
SA layer, post 1.71 / 6.57 2.04 / 7.98 1.88 / 7.27

4.2. Settings
We used the same configuration for the mask-estimation neu-
ral network as in [7], which consists of one BLSTM layer, two
fully connected layers with ReLU activations and one fully con-
nected layer with sigmoid activations. The numbers of units in
the four layers are 512-1024-1024-512, respectively. The input
of the network is one frame of the magnitude spectrum coef-
ficients of a single channel and the output is the correspond-
ing target speech and an interference mask. The network was
trained to optimize cross entropy with ideal binary masks. For
the training, we used Adam optimization scheme [33].

4.3. Closed-speaker-set experiments
Table 1 summarizes the results from the experiments with the
closed-speaker set. First, we carried out experiments with a
speaker-specific network. The results show an improvement in
both CD and SDR measures, which confirms the ability of the
network to track the target speaker through the utterance.

In the following experiments, we investigated the speaker-
specific layer setup. In this experiment, the second layer in the
network was made speaker-specific. We can see an improve-
ment compared to the speaker-specific network case. This sug-
gests that sharing most of the parameters of the network among
all the speakers and thus training them on more data than in
speaker-specific network case, is beneficial.

Finally, we changed the architecture to the speaker adaptive
layer to make the setup better applicable to different speaker
representations. We again used the second layer in the net-
work but factorized it into 30 sub-layers. The weights α were
computed by an auxiliary network from a one-hot vector. Both
the main and auxiliary networks were randomly initialized and
jointly trained. The obtained improvement is very similar to the
case of a speaker-specific layer. This means that we do not need
to create a unique layer for each of the training speakers and
opens the possibility of including unseen speakers by estimat-
ing the weights from a different speaker representation.

To investigate this option, we replaced the one-hot vectors
with speaker posteriors obtained by separate neural network as
described in Section 3 and retrained the main and auxiliary net-
works using the posteriors. The accuracy in this case was com-
parable with using one-hot vectors, which shows that the poste-
riors in the closed-speaker set case are sufficiently accurate.

4.4. Open-speaker-set experiments
Following the findings obtained with the closed set of speakers,
we extended the experiments to speakers unseen in the training.
The results from the experiments can be found in Table 2. Note
that the results in Tables 1 and 2 cannot be directly compared as
the closed-test set and open-test set differ.

In the first experiment, we derived the weights α using
the auxiliary network with speaker posteriors derived from the
adaptation utterance as an input. In this case, the network still
managed to extract the target speaker in different gender mix-

Table 2: Results of the open-set experiments, showing improve-
ments over the unprocessed signal quality (that is 5.23 dB in
CD, 0.17 dB in SDR). Both for CD and SDR improvements, the
higher the better. SS≡ speaker specific, SA≡ speaker adaptive.

same gender diff gender all
model ∆CD /∆SDR ∆CD /∆SDR ∆CD /∆SDR

SA layer, post 0.52 / 1.46 2.01 / 7.56 1.28 / 4.57
SA layer, adapt α 1.19 / 4.13 2.05 / 7.33 1.63 / 5.76
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Figure 4: Example of mask estimated in the open-speaker set.

tures, but on same gender mixtures, it mostly failed. This may
be caused by an inaccurate estimation of α by the auxiliary net-
work that was not trained on the unseen speaker.

To confirm this, we tested a different way to estimate the
weight α using the same adaptation data. That is instead of
using the posterior extracted from the adaption-utterance on the
input of the auxiliary network, we directly retrained the weights
α using a mixture created by mixing the adaptation utterance
with other speaker from the training set. In this case, the results
improved also for same gender mixtures.

This result shows that even for unseen speakers, the speaker
adaptive layer approach can extract the target speaker with a
good estimation of α obtained using the direct adaptation ap-
proach. It is also noteworthy that the direct adaptation does not
require any additional information for the adaptation although
it may be less practical as it involves retraining for the unseen
speaker. Figure 4 shows an example of an estimated mask in
this case. This suggests that using a better speaker representa-
tion than posteriors on the input of auxiliary network and thus
better estimating α could lead to a better extraction. This will
be subject of our future investigations.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a method for informing a neural net-
work about a target speaker so that it can extract this speaker
from a speech mixture. This enables to use a previously pro-
posed neural network based beamformer scheme for multi-
speaker case. The experiments show that making one layer in
the network depend on a speaker representation allows tracking
of the speaker. Although the investigations are still preliminary,
this approach shows promising results. In future work, we plan
to explore different speaker representations, optimizing the ar-
chitecture or joint training with ASR.
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